ACADEMIC POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (UNDERGRADUATE AND UNIVERSITY-WIDE)

Academic Policies and Procedures that pertain to FCLC, FCRH, PCS, and Gabelli may be found in their respective sections of this bulletin.

Academic Policies and Procedures pertaining to all undergraduates:

• Academic Progress, Probation, Suspension, and Dismissal
• Admissions Policy
• Deferred Examinations
• Grading System
• Incomplete Coursework
• Integrity of Full-Time Study
• Payment of Tuition and Fees
• Procedure for Appealing a Course Grade
• Refund
• Student Attendance
• Transcript of Record
• Undergraduate Policy on Academic Integrity
• Withdrawal from the University and Leaves of Absence

Academic Policies and Procedures pertaining to all students university-wide:

• Affirmative Action Policy
• Campus Safety
• Catholic and Jesuit Tradition
• Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act
• Nondiscrimination and Title IX Coordinator
• Reserved Rights
• Student Records
• Support Services for Students with Disabilities
• University Code of Conduct
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